Lateral diffusion coefficients of PEG-ylated lipids with three different molecular weight PEG groups (1000, 2000 and 5000) were measured in magnetically-aligned bicelles using the stimulated echo (STE) pulsed field gradient (PEG) 1 H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method. At concentrations below the PEG "mushroom-to-brush" transition, all three PEG-ylated lipids exhibited unrestricted lateral diffusion, with lateral diffusion coefficients comparable to those of corresponding non-PEG-ylated lipids and independent of PEG molecular weight. At concentrations above this transition, lateral diffusion slowed progressively with increasing concentration of PEG-ylated lipid as a result of surface crowding. As well, the lateral diffusion coefficients exhibited a pronounced decrease with increasing PEG group molecular weight and a diffusion-time dependence indicative of obstructed diffusion. We conclude that, while lateral diffusion of PEG-ylated lipids within lipid bilayers is determined primarily by the hydrophobic anchoring group, when crowding at the lipid bilayer surface becomes significant, the size of the extra-membranous domain, in this case the PEG group, can influence lateral diffusion, leading to decreased diffusivity with increasing size and producing obstructed diffusion at high crowding. These findings imply that similar considerations will pertain to lateral diffusion of membrane proteins with large extramembranous domains.
Introduction
Lateral diffusion in natural membranes is generally considerably slower than in model membranes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Amongst the several possible origins of this difference is straightforward frictional drag on the extra-membranous domain of membraneassociated diffusants due to the high protein density within the peri-membranous region of most natural membranes. Indeed, this seems to be the determining factor in diffusion of glycoproteins having a single α-helical transmembrane segment [4] , or of large lipid-anchored particles [13] . The latter are commonly employed in single particle tracking (SPT) techniques, which have become one of the most popular and potent means of studying lateral diffusion in natural membranes [7, 11] .
But even the smallest particles used for SPT apparently are large enough to slow lateral diffusion significantly [13] [14] [15] . Moreover, the poly-valency of the membrane anchoring of such particles is often a confounding factor in the interpretation of SPT trajectories [13, 15] . Thus, it would appear important to address the relationship between the size of any extramembranous domain and the resulting frictional drag on lateral diffusion, as a function of the viscosity in the peri-membranous region, and under circumstances where the valency of the membrane-anchor is eliminated as a variable.
To this end we describe here lateral diffusion measurements on PEG-ylated lipids having various size PEG groups. PEGylated lipids consist of a hydrophobic anchor, typically 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DMPE), to which a polyethylene glycol (PEG) group is covalently attached at the nitrogen of the ethanolamine of DMPE. PEG-ylated lipids readily incorporate into lipid bilayers, being anchored by the amphiphilic DMPE moiety such that the PEG group is displayed at the bilayer-water interface [16, 17] . PEG-ylated Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1768 (2007) 1805 -1814 www.elsevier.com/locate/bbamem lipids offer four distinct advantages for our purposes. First, various lengths of the PEG group are available commercially which permits the size of this extra-membranous domain to be manipulated. Second, each PEG group is anchored to the membrane by a single hydrophobic tether, thereby eliminating concerns regarding multi-valency of the membrane anchor. Third, the degree of surface crowding may be varied over a wide range simply by altering the concentration of PEG-ylated lipid. Fourth, lateral diffusion coefficients of PEG-ylated lipids can be measured readily in magnetically-aligned bicelles using the pulsed field gradient (PFG) stimulated echo (STE) proton ( 1 H) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method wherein the only probe employed is the PEG group itself [18, 19] .
Bicelles, or bilayered micelles, are a relatively new model membrane system consisting of mixtures of long-chain amphiphiles, such as dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), and short-chain amphiphiles, such as dihexanoyl phosphatidylcholine (DHPC) [20, 21] . The long-chain amphiphiles assemble into planar bilayer sheets, while the short-chain amphiphiles tend to segregate towards regions of high curvature. The resulting assemblies consist of discoidal particles at lower ratios of q = DMPC/DHPC, while higher ratios produce DMPC-rich lamellar sheets or ribbons perforated by toroidal holes lined with DHPC [22] [23] [24] . NMR-based lateral diffusion measurements exploit the fact that over a wide range of values of q and water content, bicelles align in the magnetic field of the NMR spectrometer, the spontaneous direction of alignment being such that the bilayer normal is aligned perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field. The resulting uniform alignment of the bilayer normal across the entire sample produces two desirable effects. First, there is considerable line-narrowing in NMR spectra containing orientation-dependent terms such as the chemical shift anisotropy, or dipolar, or quadrupolar interactions. Second, lateral diffusion of bilayer-associated species is measured directly and simply using PFG NMR techniques because the magnetic field gradient may be applied in a direction parallel to the plane of the lipid bilayer uniformly across the sample. Our first report describing 1 H STE PFG NMR measurements of PEG-ylated lipid lateral diffusion in magnetically-aligned bicelles [18] established the feasibility of the technique. Because the residual dipolar couplings in magnetically-aligned bicelles remain significant for less mobile groups, many of the expected 1 H NMR resonances do not survive the delays present in the STE PFG NMR pulse sequence due to their consequently short transverse relaxation times. Thus, only proton resonances from highly mobile groups, such as water, or the ethylene oxides of the PEG moiety, or the DHPC choline methyls, remain visible. Lateral diffusion coefficients measured for PEG-ylated lipids were close to literature values for DMPC, indicating that the hydrophobic DMPE anchoring group, rather than the extramembranous PEG group, was the primary determinant of lateral diffusivity. The micron-scale distances over which PEG-ylated lipids were observed to experience unrestricted lateral diffusion conformed with the perforated lamellar, rather than the discoidal, model of bicelle morphology. DHPC lateral diffusion was significantly faster than that of PEG-ylated lipid, as expected given that a shorter chain species like DHPC would experience a lower activation barrier for diffusional hopping, in addition to being able to exchange rapidly between aqueous and bicelles environments, and between planar and curved regions within the bicelle.
In a second report we examined the effects of the ratio q = DMPC/DHPC on the apparent lateral diffusion of PEGylated lipids measured in magnetically-aligned bicelles using 1 H STE PFG NMR [19] . The progressively slower lateral diffusion observed with increasing amounts of DHPC (decreasing q) was modeled to extract the relative contributions of decreasing bicelle ordering, increasing obstruction by DHPCrich toroidal perforations, and possible exchange between planar and curved regions of the bicelle. While bicelle order was found to contribute only to a minor degree, the best fits to the experimental data involved a combination of obstruction by, and partitioning of PEG-ylated lipid into, DHPC-rich regions.
In this report we describe PFG STE 1 H NMR measurements of the lateral diffusion of PEG-ylated lipids in magneticallyaligned bicelles as a function of both the size of the PEG group and the PEG-ylated lipid concentration. Our goals are to characterize the extent to which the size of the extra-membranous PEG group influences its lateral diffusion, and how any such effects are modified by crowding at the membrane surface.
Experimental

Materials
DMPC (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), DHPC (1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), DMPE-PEG 1000 (1,2-dimyristoyl-snglycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-1000), DMPE-PEG 2000 (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-Nmethoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000), and DMPE-PEG 5000 (1,2-dimyristoylsn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-5000) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipid (Alabaster, AL). All other reagents and biochemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON).
Sample preparation
Bicelles were prepared to consist of 25 wt.% lipid in aqueous 150 mM NaCl + 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, in D 2 O as described previously [18, 19] . The ratio q, being the proportion of long-to-short chain amphiphiles (DMPC/DHPC) was held constant at 4.5. The DMPE-PEG 2000 was incorporated into different bicelle samples at various mole %, up to 10 mol%, relative to DMPC. DMPE-PEG 5000 and DMPE-PEG 1000 were incorporated at mole % values calculated to approximately match the PEG surface coverage of the different DMPE-PEG 2000 samples as described in the text.
NMR spectroscopy
All NMR spectra were recorded on a Chemagnetics (Fort Collins, CO) CMX300 NMR spectrometer using a magnetic resonance imaging/spectroscopy probe (Doty Scientific, Columbia, SC) equipped with actively shielded gradient coils and dual radio-frequency channels in addition to the lock channel. The NMR spectra of the various magnetically-aligned samples at 30°C consist of relatively narrow resonances spreading over relatively narrow spectral ranges, such that they could be acquired under solution state NMR spectroscopy conditions.
2 H NMR spectra were recorded at 45.99 MHz using a single pulse on the lock channel, with quadrature detection and complete phase cycling of the pulses. Typical acquisition parameters were as follows: a 90°pulse width of 100 μs, a recycle delay of 5 s, a spectral width of 5 kHz, and a 4-K data size. The spectra were processed with an exponential multiplication equivalent to 5 Hz line broadening prior to Fourier transformation, and were referenced to HDO. 31 P NMR spectra were recorded at 121.6 MHz using a Hahn echo pulse scheme, with quadrature detection, complete phase cycling of the pulses, and proton decoupling during signal acquisition. Typical acquisition parameters were as follows: a 90°pulse length of 25 μs, an echo delay of 50 μs, a recycle delay of 3 s, a spectral width of 100 kHz, and a 1-K data size. The spectra were processed with an exponential multiplication equivalent to 50 Hz line broadening prior to Fourier transformation, and were referenced to 85% phosphoric acid.
1 H NMR spectra were recorded at 299.6 MHz. Typical acquisition parameters were as follows: a 90°pulse length of 30 μs, a recycle delay of 5 s, a spectral width of 10 kHz, and a 2-K data size. The spectra were processed with an exponential multiplication equivalent to 5 Hz line broadening prior to Fourier transformation, and were referenced to tetramethylsilane. Proton T 1 relaxation times were measured using a standard inversion recovery protocol, whereas T 2 relaxation times were measured from the decay of the Hahn echo.
Lateral diffusion coefficients were measured using PFG STE 1 H NMR [25, 26] , with phase cycling of radio frequency pulses to remove unwanted echos [27] . The gradient strength (typically 250 G cm − 1 ) was calibrated using the known diffusion coefficient of HDO at 25°C [28] . Typical acquisition parameters were as follows: a 90°pulse length of 30 μs, a recycle delay of 5 s, a spectral width of 10 kHz, and a 2-K data size. Spectra were processed with an exponential multiplication equivalent to 5 Hz line broadening prior to Fourier transformation, and were referenced to tetramethylsilane.
Results and discussion
3.1. 31 P NMR and bicelle alignment 31 P NMR is a convenient tool for assessing the quality and direction of magnetic alignment of bicelles [20] . Fig. 1 shows a series of 31 P NMR spectra of magnetically-aligned q = 4.5 bicelles containing various mole % of DMPE-PEG 1000, DMPE-PEG 2000, or DMPE-PEG 5000. The specific mole % shown were chosen such that the surface coverage with PEG would be roughly comparable amongst the three different molecular weight PEG-ylated lipid species.
At low mole % PEG-ylated lipid the 31 P NMR spectra in all three cases consist of two well-resolved resonances with an integrated intensity ratio of close to 4.5 to 1. The more intense resonance at approximately − 12 ppm is assigned to DMPC present within the planar regions of the bicellar assembly, since this frequency corresponds to the 90°shoulder of the corresponding powder spectrum of nonaligned DMPC bilayers, and the spontaneous direction of alignment for these bicelles is such that the normal to the plane of the bicelle lies perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field. The less intense resonance at approximately − 5 ppm is assigned to DHPC located preferentially (but not exclusively) within the toroidal regions of the bicelles and subject, therefore, to more nearly isotropic motional averaging than DMPC. At these relatively low levels of addition, no separate 31 P NMR resonance was observed for any of the PEG-ylated lipids. Overall, the frequency, narrow width and symmetry of the 31 P NMR resonance lines obtained at low mole % of these three PEG-ylated lipids indicate a highly uniform distribution of magnetically-aligned bicelles having their bicellar plane oriented perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field.
Increasing the mole % of the two lower molecular weight PEG-ylated lipids, DMPE-PEG 1000 or DMPE-PEG 2000, eventually resulted in the appearance of a third 31 P NMR resonance at roughly − 9 ppm, tentatively assigned to the PEGylated lipid, based on the correspondence of the integrated intensity of this resonance with the mole % PEG-ylated lipid. The assignment is necessarily tentative because these spectra discriminate on the basis of residual chemical shift anisotropy (csa), rather than isotropic chemical shift. The residual csa is the result of motional averaging of the static phosphorus chemical shift tensor. The chemical shift tensor elements of the phosphate groups of phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylcholine are similar [29] . However, in a liquid-crystalline bilayer the residual csa of phosphatidylethanolamine (40 ppm) is often smaller than that of phosphatidylcholine (45 ppm) [30] . Consequently, the upfield, i.e., 90°, shoulders in 31 P NMR spectra of non-oriented mixtures of these two phospholipids can often be resolved as they differ by several ppm [30] . These observations tend to support our assignment of the − 9 ppm resonance to DMPE-PEG.
For the larger molecular weight PEG-ylated lipid, DMPE-PEG 5000, increasing its mole % progressively degraded the uniformity of the bicelle's magnetic alignment. In fact, above roughly 2 mol% DMPE-PEG 5000 only a single isotropic 31 P 
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P NMR spectra of DMPC/DHPC bicelles (q = 4.5, 30°C) containing PEG-ylated lipids with one of three different molecular weight PEG groups. The mol% of the particular PEG-ylated lipid, specified with respect to DMPC, is indicated next to the corresponding spectrum. The ratio c/c*, calculated using the Flory equation [34] as described in the text, in given in parentheses. At low PEG-ylated lipid concentrations the 31 P NMR spectra indicate that nearly ideal uniform magnetic alignment of the bicelles is achieved in all cases. At higher concentrations of the higher molecular weight PEG-ylated lipid DMPE-PEG5000, magnetic alignment becomes progressively poorer, and at DMPE-PEG 5000 concentrations greater than roughly 2 mol% micellization occurs.
NMR resonance is observed, indicating the presence of high local curvature lipid assemblies unable to align magnetically. This is consistent with the behavior observed by other researchers [31, 32] who report that PEG-ylated lipids at higher concentrations induce micellization. Even at 1.33 mol% DMPE-PEG 5000, both the DMPC and DHPC resonances exhibit a pronounced downfield shoulder too intense to be attributed to the PEG-ylated lipid itself.
One means of quantifying the impact of PEG-ylated lipids on the quality of bicelle alignment is through the order parameter S bicelle derived from the 31 P NMR residual chemical shift anisotropy of DMPC or DHPC as described by Sanders et al. [20] ,
where δ obs is the observed 31 P NMR chemical shift of the perpendicular aligned bilayers relative to the isotropic chemical shift δ iso , while δ 90 is the chemical shift of the 90°, i.e. upfield, shoulder in the 31 P NMR powder spectrum of corresponding non-oriented bilayers such as multi-lamellar vesicles (MLV). In effect S bicelle quantifies the additional local "wobbling" experienced by a phospholipid resident within a bicelle relative to a non-oriented bilayer. Fig. 2A illustrates the effects of varying the mole % PEGylated lipid on S bicelle for both DMPC and DHPC. In Fig. 2A we have chosen to compare S bicelle for the different molecular weight PEG-ylated lipids on the basis of the particular surface coverage with PEG relative to the critical coverage at which conformational perturbations are expected to become important. Specifically, at concentrations well below a critical "overlap" concentration the shape of the hydrophobically-anchored PEG group is modelled as a half-sphere or "mushroom" extending out from the surface a distance R F and covering an area A = πR F 2 [33] . The radius, R F , of such an unperturbed surface-anchored random polymer chain in a good solvent, i.e., water in the case of PEG, is calculated using the Flory equation [34] ,
where N is the degree of polymerization, i.e., the number of monomers, and a is the length of one monomer, taken to equal 3.5 Å in the case of PEG [35] . For DMPE-PEG 1000, for example, with 22 ethylene oxide units, the calculation yields a Flory radius of R F ≈22.4 Å. Hence for DMPE-PEG 1000 in a DMPC bilayer, assuming DMPC occupies a footprint of 60 Å 2 , the overlap concentration is roughly 3.6 mol% [36] . For DMPE-PEG 2000 and DMPE-PEG 5000 the corresponding values are 1.6 and 0.53 mol%, respectively. Above these critical concentrations, designated here as c*, the hydrophobically-anchored PEG groups begin to overlap, perturbing the chain away from a "mushroom-like" and towards a more "brush-like" conformation extending further outwards from the surface. Fig. 2A shows that there is no sharp transition in S bicelle as the critical PEG-ylated lipid concentration is traversed. Instead, there is a modest but progressive decrease with increasing PEGylated lipid concentration. For DMPC, the values of S bicelle in the presence of different molecular weight PEG-ylated lipids fall on a common curve, indicating that the unifying factor is the degree of surface coverage with PEG chains. Thus, one possible explanation of this modest effect of PEG-ylated lipid on S bicelle is the displacement of water from the vicinity of the lipid bilayer surface by the PEG groups [17] , although other possibilities occur.
For the particular case of DMPE-PEG 5000 the values of S bicelle shown in Fig. 2A were calculated using the 90°shoulder in the 31 P NMR spectrum. Clearly this does not reflect the broadening of the distribution of bicelle orientations with P NMR spectrum using Eq. (1) as described by Sanders and coworkers [20] . The PEG-ylated lipid concentration at which the "mushroom-to-brush" transition commences (c*) was calculated using the Flory equation [34] increasing concentration of DMPE-PEG 5000. Indeed, as noted above, at c/c*≈ 4 DMPE-PEG 5000 induces micellization. At comparable surface coverages DMPE-PEG 1000 and DMPE-PEG 2000 exhibit no such drastic effects. A possible explanation for this particular intolerance to DMPE-PEG 5000 is provided by comparing the inter-bicelle spacing to the thickness of the PEG surface layer. At 25 wt.% lipid one calculates that the aqueous space separating apposing bicelle surfaces is on the order of 136 Å in width. The thickness of the PEG surface layer, d PEG , as derived from scaling arguments, is calculated according to Eq. (3) [37] ,
where σ is the point-to-point separation of the PEG groups, and R F is again the Flory radius. Eq. (3) is valid when σ b 2R F . Fig.  2B shows calculated values of d PEG for the three different molecular weight PEG-ylated lipids as a function of c/c*. The horizontal reference line indicates the estimated half-separation of apposing bicelle surfaces. It is evident that for DMPE-PEG 5000 the thickness of the PEG surface layer exceeds this halfseparation at c/c* N 4, while for DMPE-PEG 1000 and DMPE-PEG 2000, d PEG never approaches this delineator. We suppose, therefore, that at higher surface densities DMPE-PEG 5000 begins to exert an inter-bicelle steric pressure which eventually increases to the point that the self-assembly must reorganize, in the process losing the cooperativity essential for magnetic alignment. The much thinner PEG surface layers of DMPE-PEG 1000 and DMPE-PEG 2000 on apposing bicelle surfaces never approach one another and the bicelles are able, therefore, to accommodate a greater load of PEG-ylated lipid without compromising the quality of magnetic alignment. In summary, these 31 P NMR data indicate that there is a range of PEG-ylated lipid concentrations and molecular weights over which it is possible to produce magnetically-aligned bicelles suitable for performing lateral diffusion measurements via PFG NMR spectroscopy. For DMPE-PEG 1000 and DMPE-PEG 2000 there is a modest decrease in S bicelle with increasing concentration. Our modelling suggests that order parameter changes of this magnitude will have negligible effects on the apparent PEG-ylated lipid lateral diffusion coefficients [19] . For DMPE-PEG 5000, however, at concentrations exceeding c/ c*≈ 4 the quality of bicelle alignment is seriously degraded, and PFG NMR lateral diffusion measurements will be compromised accordingly. Consequently, we constrain any comparisons between the three different PEG-ylated lipids to concentrations below 4c*.
3.2.
1 H NMR and lateral diffusion of PEG-ylated lipid Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the stimulated echo (STE) pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR pulse sequence used for measuring diffusion coefficients [26] . During the first gradient pulse of magnitude g(T/m) and duration δ (s) nuclear spins are encoded with a phase shift ϕ = γδgz , where γ is the particular magnetogyric ratio and z is the spin's displacement along the direction of the applied field gradient. In the absence of diffusion during the diffusion time Δ the second identical gradient pulse produces an equal rephasing of the magnetization and, consequently, an unattenuated echo forms. If diffusion occurs during the delay Δ, then the rephasing is incomplete and the resulting echo is attenuated proportionately. In STE PFG NMR the echo intensity decays according to,
where D is the isotropic diffusion coefficient and Δ is the experimental diffusion time, while T 1 and T 2 are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, respectively. Experimentally, either the gradient pulse amplitude, or its duration, or the diffusion time, is incremented progressively so that the diffusion coefficient may be extracted from the dependence of the echo intensity on the parameter varied. In the STE PFG NMR sequence Δ = τ 1 + τ 2 so that for situations where T 1 N T 2 the experimentally-accessible diffusion time is limited by T 1 rather than T 2 . The ability to employ longer diffusion times facilitates measurements for cases of slower diffusion, or lower gradient strengths, or lower γ nuclei. [18, 19] . The integrated intensity of this latter resonance was observed to increase directly with the amount of added PEG-ylated lipid. Other expected resonances, such as the DMPC choline methyl protons, are largely absent due to their short T 2 relative to the value of the echo delay used in the experiment (τ 2 = 10 ms). Fig. 3 . The stimulated echo (STE) pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR pulse sequence of Tanner [26] used here for lateral diffusion measurements in magnetically aligned bicelles. The phases of the three 90°radio frequency pulses and of the receiver are cycled to eliminate unwanted echoes [27] . During the first delay time, τ 2 , a gradient pulse of amplitude g and duration δ encodes the spins according to their position along the direction of the applied magnetic field gradient, in this case along the z-direction. This magnetization is stored along the z-direction during the second delay time, τ 1 , in order to take advantage of the case T 1 N T 2 , thereby permitting longer diffusion times Δ. During the third delay time, τ 2 , the second gradient pulse decodes according to position along the direction of the applied gradient. The intensity of the stimulated echo that forms at a time τ 2 following the third radio frequency pulse decreases with increasing diffusion during the time Δ as per Eq. (4).
In Fig. 4 it is evident that the HDO resonance decays rapidly with increasing gradient pulse duration, as expected given the rapid diffusion of water. In contrast, the DHPC choline/PEG resonance decays much more slowly, reflecting the relatively slow lateral diffusion of an amphiphilic species intercalated into the relatively viscous environment of the lipid bilayer.
To extract diffusion coefficients from such experimental data the resonance intensity Ln(I/I 0 ) is plotted versus k = [(γgδ) 2 (Δ−δ/3)] such that the diffusion coefficient corresponds to the slope. Fig. 5 illustrates the diffusive intensity decays measured for the combined DHPC choline/PEG resonance via STE PFG 1 H NMR of magnetically-aligned q = 4.5 bicelles at 30°C containing 2 mol% DMPE-PEG 2000, where g = 244 G cm For the case of overlapping resonances from independently diffusing species, such as the DHPC choline and PEG resonances here, the diffusive decay is a sum of exponentials,
where k = [(γgδ) 2 (Δ−δ/3)], and X DHPC = 1 − X PEG is the fractional intensity contributed initially by the DHPC choline quaternary methyl protons, while D DHPC and D PEG are the diffusion coefficients of DHPC and PEG-ylated lipid, respectively. T 1 and T 2 are, of course, the respective longitudinal and transverse relaxation times. The lines-of-best-fit shown in the figure were generated using Eq. (5), with values of T 1 and T 2 for DHPC and DMPE-PEG 2000 measured in separate experiments and listed in the figure caption. Note that the only fitting parameter that was altered to obtain the three different fits shown in Fig. 5 was the diffusion time Δ. Importantly, the particular choices of diffusion time, i.e., Δ = 210 ms, and gradient strength g = 244 G cm − 1 produce a substantial decay of the resonance intensity over an accessible range of gradient pulse durations δ, sufficient to measure reliably the lipid's lateral diffusion coefficient.
Lateral diffusion in membranes is inherently anisotropic, so that for field gradients applied solely along the laboratory zdirection, as was the case here, only the D zz element of the diffusion tensor is measured [38] . In the reference frame defined with respect to the lipid bilayer only two independent diffusion tensor elements persist: specifically, D || and D ⊥ representing, respectively, diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the bilayer normal [39, 40] . Thus, D ⊥ corresponds to lateral diffusion within the lipid bilayer. For the case of macroscopically aligned lipid bilayers in the presence of a field gradient applied parallel to the direction of the main magnetic field, g z , after transforming into the laboratory frame of reference the apparent diffusion coefficient becomes,
where θ is the polar angle between the bilayer normal and the direction of the applied field gradient. It is reasonable to assume that diffusion parallel to the bilayer normal is orders of magnitude slower than diffusion perpendicular to the bilayer normal, i.e., lateral diffusion, so the second term in Eq. (6) may be ignored. For spontaneously magnetically-aligned DMPC/ DHPC bicelles, the bilayer normal is oriented at 90°relative to the magnetic field direction. Hence for a perfectly aligned bicelle sample, i.e., having an infinitely narrow mosaic spread of alignments, the apparent diffusion coefficient measured in our STE PFG NMR experiment is directly equal to the lateral diffusion coefficient within the bilayer. In Fig. 5 , once the contribution of the DHPC choline methyl protons has decreased due to its faster diffusion, it becomes evident that the DMPE-PEG 2000 resonance intensity decays exponentially with increasing gradient pulse duration for all three diffusion times tested. Thus, lateral diffusion of DMPE-PEG 2000 is unrestricted over these diffusion times, since restricted diffusion would lead to a pronounced attenuation of the diffusive intensity decay for longer diffusion times [38] . For two dimensional diffusion the root-mean-squared (rms) lateral diffusion displacement is calculated according to Eq. (7),
where D is the diffusion coefficient and t = Δ is the characteristic experimental diffusion time. In Fig. 5 , the 2 mol% DMPE-PEG 2000 in magnetically-aligned q = 4.5 bicelles diffuses with an apparent lateral diffusion coefficient equal to D = 1.35 × 10 − 11 m 2 s − 1 for Δ = 610 ms. Using Eq. (7), this equates to a rms diffusion displacement of 5.74 μm. This calculation indicates that, over this range of q, temperature and wt.% lipid, the morphology of these bicelles cannot be discoidal, since the radius of a discoidal bicelle [41] would be far smaller than the experimental rms lateral diffusion displacement and would be expected, therefore, to yield restricted diffusion. Alternate bicelle morphologies consistent with these lateral diffusion results include the perforated lamella and ribbon models [42] . Further, this indicates that any diffusion of the entire bicelle assembly would be too slow to contribute to the observed decays. Fig. 6A compares the concentration dependence of the lateral diffusion coefficients measured for DMPE-PEG 1000, DMPE-PEG 2000 and DMPE-PEG 5000 at a diffusion time of 210 ms. In order to provide a common basis of comparison, the concentrations are expressed as a ratio relative to c*.
At a concentration below c*, where intermolecular PEG-PEG interactions are minimal, the lateral diffusion coefficients were similar to those measured via FRAP for DMPC under comparable conditions in analogous lipid bilayer systems [43, 44] , but were approximately an order of magnitude smaller than those of comparably sized free PEG in aqueous solution [45] . Hence the lateral diffusion of PEG-ylated lipids in the concentration regime where PEG-PEG overlap and entanglement are minimal is dictated by the lateral diffusion of the membrane anchoring group DMPE.
With increasing PEG-ylated lipid concentration lateral diffusion generally slowed, by as much as 40% in particular cases, an effect directly attributable to increased surface crowding of PEG groups. Note that modeling of the effect of S bicelle on apparent lateral diffusion, described in [19] , indicates that the modest decrease in S bicelle with increasing PEG-ylated lipid concentration observed in Fig. 2 , will make a negligible contribution to slowing of lateral diffusion with increasing PEGylated lipid concentration observed in Fig. 6 . For DMPE-PEG 1000 and DMPE-PEG 2000 at concentrations just above c* lateral diffusion actually increased before decreasing at higher concentrations. This behavior was unanticipated, but reproducible. In fact, similar behavior has been reported for lateral diffusion of PEG adsorbed to a hydrophobically-modified solid silica surface [46] . These authors opined that in the region of the mushroom-to-brush transition lateral pressure between adsorbed PEG molecules was alleviated to a degree by the conformational change, which in turn permitted faster lateral diffusion. With increasing PEG-ylated lipid concentration, differences in lateral diffusion as a function of PEG molecular weight became increasingly pronounced. Fig. 6B shows a log-log plot of the lateral diffusion coefficient D versus the degree of PEG polymerization N for the three different PEG-ylated lipids at two different concentrations: c b c* and c N c*. For reference purposes diffusion data for various molecular weight PEG free in aqueous solution published previously [45] are included in the figure. The regression line shown for the free PEG has a slope of − 0.56, indicating that the free PEG behaves in accord with expectations for a self-avoiding random walk polymer in a good solvent with hydrodynamic interactions, where D∝N − 0.59 [47] . For PEG-ylated lipids, however, at a concentration below c*, the lateral diffusion coefficients were virtually independent of the PEG molecular weight, the regression line having a slope close to zero. Thus, hydrophobic anchoring of the PEG group to the bicelle surface via the DMPE moiety not only slows diffusion by an order of magnitude relative to free PEG, it also effectively eliminates any dependence of diffusivity on PEG molecular weight, provided PEG-PEG interactions are minimal.
Is mere proximity to a membrane surface sufficient to explain the slower diffusion of PEG-ylated lipids relative to free PEG? Observations on soluble proteins [48] , and theory [49, 50] and experiment [51] on solid spheres, indicate that hydrodynamic drag effects slow diffusion of solid particles close to walls. The wall proximity effect becomes more pronounced the larger the particle and the closer its approach to the wall. Thus, given that the PEG moiety is anchored to the surface, one might anticipate that wall proximity effects alone could be sufficient to produce the observed PEG-ylated lipid diffusion coefficients. However, the PEG group conformation is unlike that of either a compact protein or a solid sphere in that it is diffuse (approximated by a self avoiding random walk) with high internal mobility and solvation. This, plus the fact that in the dilute regime (c b c*) the lateral diffusion coefficients of PEGylated lipids closely match those of cognate lipids and are virtually independent of PEG size, argues against any dominant role for the hydrodynamic drag wall proximity effect. Instead, in the dilute regime lateral diffusion of PEG-ylated lipids is dictated by the hydrophobic anchor immersed in the high viscosity lipid bilayer.
At a concentration above c* lateral diffusion of PEG-ylated lipid becomes dependent on PEG molecular weight, scaling as D∝N − 0.27 for the case c/c*≈ 2.75. To put this dependence in perspective, for polymers in a "pancake" conformation bound to a solid surface, wherein each monomer unit maintains contact with static surface sites, lateral diffusion coefficients obey a power-law, scaling with the number of monomer units (N) such that D∝N − 3/2 [52] . If, instead, the polymer "pancake" is bound to a mobile surface, such as the case of DNA coulombically adsorbed to a cationic lipid membrane surface, lateral diffusion becomes less dependent on polymer size, scaling such that D∝N − 1 [53, 54] . Lateral diffusion of coulombically-adsorbed DNA is closely coupled to the mobility of the underlying lipids [55] , as is the diffusivity of proteins adsorbed to lipid bilayer surfaces [56, 57] , and in all cases, diffusivity decreases with increasing surface coverage. The much weaker dependence of diffusivity on molecular weight observed for PEG-ylated lipids even in the regime c N c* reflects the fact that the underlying lipids are mobile while the polymer is not constrained to a "pancake" conformation. Thus, only where surface crowding forces PEG-PEG overlap and entanglement does the size of the PEG group significantly influence lateral diffusion of PEGylated lipids.
A further consequence of PEG crowding at the bicelle surface is that the mean squared lateral displacement br 2 Nfrom Eq. (7) for PEG-ylated lipids is no longer linearly dependent on the diffusion time t = Δ. The general case is thatbr 2 N = Dt α . As shown in Fig. 7 for DMPE-PEG 1000, when c b c* the mean squared diffusion distance increases linearly with diffusion time, i.e., the exponent α equals unity, indicating unrestricted lateral diffusion of the PEG-ylated lipid. However, with increasing concentration relative to c*, and particularly when c N c*, the exponent α decreases progressively, indicating that lateral diffusion becomes obstructed. Similar behavior was observed with DMPE-PEG 2000 and DMPE-PEG 5000.
When PEG-ylated lipids are immobilized by tethering to a solid support, they act as immobile obstacles, causing obstructed diffusion of other bilayer lipids [58] [59] [60] , and producing a percolation threshold at high concentration [60] beyond which long-distance diffusion stops. Mobile obstacles, however, should not produce a percolation threshold, but are predicted to yield diffusion-time-dependent diffusion coefficients [61] . The mobile PEG-ylated lipids examined here evince no percolation threshold, yet clearly exhibit the characteristics of obstructed diffusion expected for mobile obstructions [61] . Since this is only observed in the concentration regime c N c*, the obstruction must arise from PEG-PEG crowding and entanglement at the surface.
The excess frictional drag produced by this PEG-PEG crowding and entanglement may be estimated by invoking the arguments of Jacobson and coworkers [62] that the friction coefficient of the internal and external bilayer domains sum to produce a total friction coefficient that determines the diffusion coefficient. In our case,
Since in the dilute regime the diffusion of PEG-ylated lipids is virtually identical to that of the cognate non-PEG-ylated lipids and is independent of PEG molecular weight, we will assume that, in the region c/c* b 1, f DMPE NN f PEG . The fact that the diffusion of comparably sized free PEG is a factor of 10 faster than that of PEG-ylated lipids suggests that f DMPE ∼ 10 f PEG . We assume further that in the concentration regime c N c*, f DMPE is unchanged while f PEG alone increases. Thus, to achieve a factor of 2 decrease in diffusion coefficient, as observed here, requires a factor of 10 increase in f PEG , implying a corresponding increase in the effective viscosity of the peri-membranous region.
It has long been recognized that lateral diffusion is slower in membranes with higher membrane protein contents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, even when internal crowding effects are taken into account, lateral diffusion of certain membrane proteins is slower than predicted [63, 64] . Careful experimentation revealed that specific interactions between membrane proteins and the cytoskeleton were the source of this effect [11] . The results obtained here underline the expectation that surface crowding too will modulate lateral diffusion of membrane proteins bearing large extramembranous domains. However, the PEG-PEG interactions slowing lateral diffusion of PEGylated lipids are primarily steric in nature. Protein-protein interactions are far more complex, involving combined steric, electrostatic, and hydrophobic forces. Thus, the present results on PEG-ylated lipids should be regarded as a baseline for steric surface obstruction effects. The extra-membranous domains of membrane proteins will certainly be more compact than the diaphanous PEG moiety, making steric effects even more important. Moreover, specific electrostatic and/or hydrophobic interactions, such as might occur between specific proteins in the peri-membranous region, would only further increase frictional drag and further slow lateral diffusion.
Conclusions
Lateral diffusion of PEG-ylated lipids within lipid bilayers is determined primarily by the hydrophobic anchoring group, in this case DMPE. When crowding at the lipid bilayer surface becomes significant, the size of the extra-membranous domain, in this case the PEG group, can influence lateral diffusion, leading to decreased diffusivity with increasing size and producing obstructed diffusion at high crowding. These findings imply that similar considerations will pertain to lateral diffusion of membrane proteins, particularly those which consist of a single transmembrane helical region anchoring large extramembranous regions diffusing within a membranous milieu crowded with other proteins.
